USSC agents are highly trained to balance the need to protect with discretion and respect for privacy.

USSC provides both School Police Officers (SPO) and unarmed, as well as armed, school security agents for public and private schools. Our SPO agents are handpicked and recruited from law enforcement and former military, and rank among the best in the industry. USSC school security agents are chosen with the same emphasis on character and capability. Professional, on point and vigilant — plus well-dressed, groomed and on time — all our agents are not only screened for the best fit for your schools, students and faculty, they’re also trained beyond typical security curricula.

**USSC agents receive extensive preparation for interacting with children and teens and with students with special needs.** Further expertise includes verbal de-escalation skill sets (MOAB® Certified), Constitutional authority, handcuffing certification, active-shooter (ALiCE® Certified) and bomb-threat procedures, and first-aid, CPR and AED certifications.

**USSC is one of only four School Police Officer vendors certified by the Pennsylvania Department of Education, Office of Safe Schools.**
USSC’s armed agents must qualify — and re-qualify. Every armed USSC agent is required to qualify twice annually using our NRA-certified “zero-miss” Course of Fire, which exceeds Municipal Police Officers’ Education and Training Commission (MPOETC) standards. We place a heavy emphasis on scenario-based training and weapons safety and handling skills designed to give our agents the knowledge and abilities to make good decisions in stressful situations.

Need augmented security for events? We’re there. The additional agents we supply for events meet the same stringent standards for training and performance that we set for all of our school security agents. The presence of friendly yet highly professional USSC agents brings a sense of comfort and safety to students, staff and visitors alike.

Our agents aren’t just well-trained. They’re well-supervised, service-oriented and approachable, a constant positive presence on campus. We work in collaboration with your administration to establish priorities and prepare programs designed to keep your school community safe and the learning environment and culture preserved. And our online portal allows you to view reports 24/7.

For more information, please go to usscinc.com